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ABSTRACT
We report Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) Band 6 continuum observations
of 2000 AU resolution toward four massive molecular clouds in the Central Molecular Zone of the
Galaxy. To study gas fragmentation, we use the dendrogram method to identify cores as traced by
the dust continuum emission. The four clouds exhibit different fragmentation states at the observed
resolution despite having similar masses at the cloud scale (∼1–5 pc). Assuming a constant dust
temperature of 20 K, we construct core mass functions of the clouds and find a slightly top-heavy
shape as compared to the canonical initial mass function, but we note several significant uncertainties
that may affect this result. The characteristic spatial separation between the cores as identified by the
minimum spanning tree method, ∼104 AU, and the characteristic core mass, 1–7 M, are consistent
with predictions of thermal Jeans fragmentation. The three clouds showing fragmentation may be
forming OB associations (stellar mass ∼103 M). None of the four clouds under investigation seem
to be currently able to form massive star clusters like the Arches and the Quintuplet (&104 M), but
they may form such clusters by further gas accretion onto the cores.
Keywords: Galaxy: center — stars: formation — ISM: clouds
1. INTRODUCTION
The Central Molecular Zone (CMZ), the inner
∼500 pc of our Galaxy, contains more than 107 M
of molecular gas with intriguing star formation proper-
ties (Morris & Serabyn 1996; Longmore et al. 2013). On
the one hand, young massive star clusters, including the
Arches and the Quintuplet with ∼104 M stellar masses
and about 100 O-type stars, are found in the CMZ (Figer
et al. 1999; Lu 2018) and are suggested to have formed
Corresponding author: Xing Lu
xinglv.nju@gmail.com, xing.lu@nao.ac.jp
in-situ a few Myr ago (Stolte et al. 2014; Kruijssen et al.
2015). On the other hand, the current star formation in
the CMZ is measured to be about 10 times less efficient
than that in the Galactic disk (Longmore et al. 2013;
Kruijssen et al. 2014; Barnes et al. 2017). It is then a
question whether any molecular clouds in the CMZ have
the potential of forming Arches/Quintuplet-like clusters.
Based on the detection of ∼60 massive young stellar ob-
jects in the Sgr B2(M) region, one of the most actively
star forming sites in the CMZ, Ginsburg et al. (2018) es-
timated the total stellar mass to be ∼104 M, making
it a likely progenitor of massive clusters.
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Are the other clouds in the CMZ forming massive
clusters? Outside of Sgr B2, only a number of clouds
in the CMZ have been found to actively form high-
mass (>8 M) stars (Kauffmann et al. 2017a; Lu
et al. 2019a,b). In particular, our recent observations
of ultracompact (UC) H ii regions and masers reveal
the 20 km s−1 cloud, the 50 km s−1 cloud, Sgr B1-
off (also known as Dust Ridge clouds e/f), and Sgr C
as prominent high-mass star forming clouds (Lu et al.
2019a,b). Previous observations targeting relatively
evolved phases of star formation in these clouds (e.g.,
H ii regions, infrared emission from young stellar ob-
jects) suggest inefficient star formation, and none of
them seem to be forming Arches/Quintuplet-like clus-
ters (Mills et al. 2011; Immer et al. 2012; Walker et al.
2018).
Could there exist a population of very early phase
star formation that is still deeply embedded in the four
clouds, but has been missed previously? Such incipient
star formation can be invisible in free-free or infrared
emission or masers, but may be revealed by gas frag-
mentation that leads to prestellar cores. To investigate
this possibility, we observe the four clouds using the At-
acama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA)
at high angular resolutions. Here we report the contin-
uum observations and discuss the implications to star
formation in these clouds. Throughout this Letter we
adopt a distance of 8.178 kpc to the CMZ (Gravity Col-
laboration et al. 2019).
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
Our ALMA observations targeted selected regions in
the four clouds (Figure 1). All the regions either have
gas masses of &103 M within a radius of ∼0.5 pc or
are associated with H2O masers (Lu et al. 2019a), and
therefore are potential high-mass cluster forming sites.
The data were taken in the C43-5 and C43-3 con-
figurations (project code: 2016.1.00243.S), and were
calibrated separately and then imaged together. The
correlators were set to cover frequencies between 217–
221 GHz and 231–235 GHz, with a uniform spectral res-
olution of 1.129 MHz (1.5 km s−1). The calibration was
done using the standard pipeline implemented in CASA
4.7.2. The imaging was done using CASA 5.4.0. Contin-
uum emission was reconstructed from line-free channels,
with a central frequency at 226 GHz. We used the tclean
task in CASA, with Briggs weighting and a robust pa-
rameter of 0.5, and a multiscale algorithm with scales of
[0, 5, 15, 50, 150] and a pixel size of 0.′′04. We further
performed two iterations of phase-only self-calibrations
for Sgr B1-off, and two iterations of phase-only plus
one iteration of phase & amplitude self-calibrations for
Sgr C, where bright continuum sources exist, to improve
imaging dynamic range. The time interval used for solv-
ing self-calibration solutions is the shortest integration
duration (2.048 s).
The resulting synthesized beam is 0.′′25×0.′′17 (equiv-
alent to 2000 AU×1400 AU). Due to a lack of short
baselines, the data are not sensitive to structures larger
than 7′′ (∼0.3 pc). The image rms measured in
emission-free regions without primary-beam corrections
is 40 µJy beam−1, except around the brightest peak in
Sgr C where it is ∼60 µJy beam−1 after self-calibration.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Identification of Cores
We studied gas fragmentation using the continuum,
which is mostly contributed by thermal dust emission
(see Lu et al. 2019a, in which we concluded that the
continuum at this frequency is dominated by cold dust
emission). As shown in Figure 1, the four clouds exhibit
distinctly different fragmentation levels. The 20 km s−1
cloud and Sgr C have the most fragmented substruc-
tures. Sgr B1-off shows moderate fragmentation in its
southern part. The 50 km s−1 cloud shows little frag-
mentation.
We used the dendrogram algorithm (Rosolowsky et al.
2008) implemented with astrodendro1 to search for sub-
structures at ∼2000 AU scales in the continuum images,
and defined the identified leaves (the base element in
the hierarchy of the dendrogram that has no further
substructure) as cores. The 2000 AU-scale cores are
smaller than those 0.2 pc-scale cores defined in our pre-
vious works (Lu et al. 2019a). The algorithm was run on
the images without primary-beam corrections that have
uniform noise levels, allowing us to apply a single set
of criteria to the whole image. Fluxes of the identified
cores were taken from primary-beam corrected images.
We set the minimum flux density to 4σ, the minimum
significance for structures to 1σ, and the minimum area
to the size of the synthesized beam. We dropped all
leaves lying outside of the 30% primary-beam response,
where the sensitivity deteriorates significantly and the
identified cores are biased to the brightest ones.
About 800 cores were identified in the 20 km s−1 cloud,
Sgr C, and the southern part of Sgr B1-off. No cores
were found in the 50 km s−1 cloud or the northern part
of Sgr B1-off, which is likely a result of strong turbulence
(FWHM∼8–12 km s−1) at &0.1 pc scales that hinders
the formation of bound fragments (Lu et al. 2019a). We
1 www.dendrograms.org
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Figure 1. ALMA 1.3 mm continuum emission of the four clouds is shown as color scale displayed on a logarithmic scale in
units of mJy beam−1. The inner and outer yellow dashed loops show the ALMA primary-beam responses at 50% and 30%,
respectively. Black contours show the SMA 1.3 mm continuum emission with an angular resolution of 5′′×3′′ (Lu et al. 2019a),
starting from 5σ in steps of 20σ where 1σ=3 mJybeam−1. Crosses show the positions of H2O masers, among which the magenta
ones are known AGB stars (Lu et al. 2019a). Diagonal dashed lines denote Galactic coordinates.
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thus excluded the two regions from the following discus-
sions.
The identified cores are marked by crosses in Figure 2,
and zoomed-in views of clustered cores can be found in
Appendix A. The full core catalog is available in Ap-
pendix B as a machine-readable table. In Appendix C,
we explore the impact of varying the dendrogram pa-
rameters upon the following analyses (e.g., changing the
minimum significance to 2σ) and find that it does not
affect our conclusions.
3.2. Physical Properties of the Cores
Assuming optically thin dust emission, the core
masses were derived as
Mc = R
Sνd
2
Bν(Tdust)κν
, (1)
where R is the gas-to-dust mass ratio, Sν is the
dust emission flux, d is the distance, Bν(Tdust) is the
Planck function at the dust temperature Tdust, and
κν is the dust opacity. We assumed R=100 and
κν=0.899 cm2 g−1 (MRN model with thin ice mantles,
after 105 years of coagulation at 106 cm−3; Ossenkopf &
Henning 1994).
Tdust at 2000 AU scales is unclear. The dust tem-
perature at &0.5 pc in these clouds is measured to be
20 K based on Herschel observations (Kauffmann et al.
2017a). At ∼0.1 pc scales, the gas temperature is found
to be 50–200 K and higher (Mills & Morris 2013; Lu
et al. 2017; Walker et al. 2018). However, it is un-
clear whether the dust and gas at 0.1 pc (and smaller)
scales are in thermodynamic equilibrium. For simplic-
ity, we assumed a constant Tdust of 20 K as a fiducial
case. In Appendix D, we will discuss the effect of differ-
ent dust temperatures and show that it is significant to
core masses. For example, if a higher dust temperature
of 50 K was adopted, the core masses would decrease
by a factor of 3. Future high angular resolution multi-
wavelength observations will be critical for resolving the
dust temperature ambiguity.
The effective core radius rc is derived as (A/pi)1/2,
where A is the area of the core reported by astrodendro.
The molecular hydrogen volume density n(H2) is then
Mc/(4pir
3
c/3)/(2.8mH).
We reported statistics of the fluxes, masses, radii,
and densities of the cores in Table 1. Note that at
small scales of 2000 AU, the missing flux issue of
ALMA as an interferometer unlikely affects the mea-
surement of fluxes. With a continuum emission rms of
40 µJy beam−1, the 5σ mass sensitivity is 0.3 M per
beam given a Tdust of 20 K.
About 30 cores are spatially associated with H2O
masers (Figure 1) or UC H ii regions (Lu et al. 2019a),
therefore are likely protostellar, although the 3′′ reso-
lution of observations in Lu et al. (2019a) prevents us
from assigning the star formation signatures to a par-
ticular core. The other cores are not associated with
signatures of high-mass star formation found in previ-
ous observations (e.g., Kauffmann et al. 2017a; Lu et al.
2019a,b). However, we cannot rule out the possibility
of low or intermediate-mass star formation associated
with them. Their densities (106–8 cm−3, Table 1) are
comparable to or greater than the critical density for
star formation in the CMZ predicted by several stud-
ies (∼107 cm−3; Kruijssen et al. 2014; Rathborne et al.
2014; Federrath et al. 2016; Kauffmann et al. 2017b;
Ginsburg et al. 2018). The free-fall time based on the
densities is 3×103–3×104 years. The cores will likely
end up with star formation, but with the current data
we cannot determine whether the cores have collapsed
and are mostly protostellar, or they have recently con-
densed out of the clouds in the last ∼104 years and are
mostly prestellar.
Using the core masses, we constructed core mass func-
tions (CMFs) of the three individual clouds as well as
all three clouds combined, as presented in Figure 3. We
fit the high-mass end of the CMFs with a power law
function:
dN
d log M
∝M−α, (2)
using the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)
method in Clauset et al. (2009) implemented with the
plfit package2. The method simultaneously fits the lower
bound and the power-law index. The results are labeled
in Figure 3.
The fitting to the CMF of Sgr B1-off is less robust
as there are less cores. The other three fittings reach
similar values of α in the range of 1.00–1.07. The lower
bound of all fittings is found to be around 5 M, which
can be explained by the confusion limit in clustered envi-
ronments provided that the core masses are drawn from
a power law distribution (Appendix E).
The relation between the CMF and the initial mass
function (IMF) is still under debate. The high-mass end
(≥0.5 M) of the IMF has been fit using a power law
with an index of α=1.3 (Kroupa 2001) and is commonly
assumed to be universal (however, see e.g. Hopkins
2018). Our result suggests a slightly shallower power-
law index for the CMFs, which is similar to recent find-
ings toward clouds in the Galactic disk (e.g., Motte et al.
2018; Liu et al. 2018; Sanhueza et al. 2019). However,
there are several significant uncertainties. As shown in
2 https://github.com/keflavich/plfit
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Figure 2. Blue crosses show peak positions of the cores identified by the dendrogram (Section 3.1), and black segments show
the MSTs (Section 4.1). Color scale is the same as in Figure 1. Zoomed-in views of clustered cores in the green boxes are in
Appendix A.
Table 1. Observed core properties.
Cloud Number of Flux (mJy) Mass (M) Radius (AU) Density (107 cm−3)
cores Range Mean Median Range Mean Median Range Mean Median Range Mean Median
20 km s−1 471 0.20–131 2.9 0.9 0.31–198 4.4 1.4 1030–5970 1860 1620 0.28–23 1.5 0.9
Sgr B1-off 89 0.19–153 4.4 0.9 0.29–230 6.6 1.3 1030–8160 1880 1690 0.41–4.3 1.2 0.9
Sgr C 275 0.21–202 4.5 1.2 0.32–304 6.8 1.8 1030–6560 1800 1540 0.33–28 2.1 1.2
Appendices C & D, depending on the adopted dendro-
gram parameters or dust temperatures, the power-law
index could vary significantly. We stress that great cau-
tion must be taken to interpret the power law in the
CMFs, and our result and similar studies toward Galac-
tic disk clouds in the literature, although being consis-
tent with each other, suffer from the same uncertainties.
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Thermal Jeans Fragmentation
Previous studies have suggested that turbulence with
line widths of 5–10 km s−1 dominates the gas dynamics
from &1 pc to &0.1 pc scale in the CMZ, potentially
leading to the emergence of massive clouds on the one
hand and inhibiting gas collapse in the clouds on the
other hand (Federrath et al. 2016; Henshaw et al. 2016;
6 Lu et al.
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Figure 3. CMFs of the three individual clouds and the three clouds together. The red sticks are the actual data points. The
vertical blue line marks the 5σ mass sensitivity (0.3 M) provided a dust temperature of 20 K. The magenta dashed line is
not a fit to the histograms, but represents the result of MLE plus an arbitrary normalization factor. The vertical magenta line
denotes the lower bound given by the MLE method.
Kruijssen et al. 2019a). At 0.1 pc scales, recent high
spatial resolution observations find smaller line widths of
.1 km s−1 (Kauffmann et al. 2017a; Barnes et al. 2019).
With such narrow line widths, it is unclear whether the
gas dynamics are still dominated by turbulence.
Here we investigate the gas fragmentation at sub-
0.1 pc scales and compare with thermal Jeans fragmen-
tation. If the observation is consistent with thermal
Jeans fragmentation, it may suggest that the strong tur-
bulence on larger scales has decayed to allow for active
star formation on smaller scales.
To study spatial scales in the fragmentation, we ap-
ply the minimum spanning tree (MST) algorithm to the
cores. This algorithm calculates the sum of edge lengths
that connect nodes without any loop in a graph, and
finds the minimum value as well as the corresponding
edge collection, defined as the MST. In our case, the
nodes are the cores, and the edge lengths are the pro-
jected spatial separations between the cores.
The MST algorithm is implemented with a modified
version of the FragMent package (Clarke et al. 2019).
The MSTs of the clouds are shown as black segments
in Figure 2. To correct for the projection effect from
the 3D space to the 2D sky, we divide the edge lengths
by a factor of 2/pi to get the deprojected separations
(Sanhueza et al. 2019). Note that owing to incomplete
spatial sampling (e.g., isolated pointings), longer sep-
arations are generally not meaningful. Here we focus
on short separations (.1×105 AU, half of the FWHM
primary beam size) which are not affected.
Distributions of the deprojected separations are plot-
ted in Figure 4. In the three clouds, the most frequent
separation is ∼104 AU. If the dendrogram parameters
are different, the most frequent separation can vary be-
tween (0.8–1.5)×104 AU (Appendix C).
We then compare the spatial separations with Jeans
fragmentation. When a piece of homogeneous gas un-
dergoes fragmentation with thermal pressure, the char-
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Figure 4. Distributions of deprojected spatial separations between the cores. In each panel, the red sticks, the gray bars, and
the black curves are the actual data points, the histogram, and the kernel density estimate (KDE) of the same distribution.
Labels on the left-side vertical axis mark numbers of data points in the histogram bins, while those on the right-side mark values
of the probability density function for the KDE, with the probability of a certain range of separations being the area under the
curve in that range. The vertical blue dashed line marks the spatial resolution (0.′′25∼2000 AU) divided by the projection factor
2/pi.
acteristic separation between the fragments is described
by the Jeans length:
λJ = cs
(
pi
Gρ
)0.5
, (3)
where cs is the isothermal sound speed, and ρ is the
density of the gas that can be derived as n(H2)×2.37mH.
The parental gas from which these 2000 AU-scale cores
arise through hierarchical fragmentation is the 0.2 pc-
scale cores, which have been studied in Lu et al. (2017,
2019a). As such, we adopt the characteristic gas tem-
perature 50–200 K and gas density 106 cm−3 from those
works. Note that the temperature is that of the gas at
0.2 pc scales, which is different from that of the dust
at 2000 AU scales adopted for Equation 1. The de-
rived Jeans length is (1.0–1.9)×104 AU. Therefore, the
observed core separations are consistent with thermal
Jeans length.
Jeans fragmentation also predicts a characteristic frag-
ment mass defined as the Jeans mass:
MJ =
4piρ
3
(
λJ
2
)3
= c3s
pi5/2
6
√
G3ρ
. (4)
We compare the core masses and the Jeans masses, al-
though this comparison is less robust than that between
the separations considering the uncertainties in the es-
timate of core masses. As shown in Table 1, the char-
acteristic mass based on mean or median values is 1–
7 M. This is generally consistent with the Jeans mass
of 3–25 M. There are cores with larger masses (up to
&100 M with the current assumptions). These cores
may form by turbulent-supported fragmentation (Hen-
nebelle & Chabrier 2008; Zhang et al. 2009; Wang et al.
2014) or have accumulated their masses through further
gas accretion.
Recent high angular resolution observations toward
massive clouds in the Galactic disk have revealed ther-
mal Jeans fragmentation at sub-0.1 pc scales (Palau
8 Lu et al.
et al. 2018; Liu et al. 2019; Sanhueza et al. 2019). The
same scenario is likely controlling the fragmentation at
sub-0.1 pc scales in the highly turbulent CMZ clouds,
in contrast to the situation at larger scales in the CMZ
(&0.1 pc) where turbulence dominates the gas dynam-
ics.
4.2. Formation of Star Clusters
The CMFs in Figure 3 show that each of the three
clouds contains 5–20 cores above &20 M. Assuming a
star formation efficiency of at least 50% and no further
fragmentation, all of these cores will give rise to high-
mass stars. Considering also the fact that these clouds
are only marginally bound (Kauffmann et al. 2017b), we
expect that these clouds will at most form small OB as-
sociations with ≤20 high-mass stars. On the other hand,
Arches and Quintuplet each contains about 100 O-type
stars in a small radius of ∼1 pc (Lu 2018). Therefore,
none of the clouds in our observations are able to form
Arches/Quintuplet-like clusters with the current popu-
lation of cores (see also Walker et al. 2016).
In Appendix D we discuss the impact of dust temper-
atures to the core masses. If a higher dust temperature
is assumed, the masses will be smaller and there will be
even fewer cores that are able to form high-mass stars.
There is a possibility for these clouds to form
Arches/Quintuplet-like clusters if the less massive cores
continue accreting gas and grow heavier to form high-
mass stars. The clouds have sufficient gas reservoir
(&105 M) to feed into the cores and give birth to a
cluster of &104 M assuming an overall efficiency of 2–
10% (Kruijssen et al. 2019b; Chevance et al. 2020). If
a 2 M (median value in Table 1) core accumulates gas
at an average accretion rate of ∼2×10−3 M yr−1 for a
free-fall timescale of ∼104 years, it will grow to &20M
and may form a high-mass star. Such a high accre-
tion rate has been observed toward prestellar cores in
Galactic disk clouds (e.g., Contreras et al. 2018). Virial
analysis of several CMZ clouds also suggests evidence of
global gravitational collapse (Barnes et al. 2019). Fu-
ture observations that aim to investigate gas accretion
around the cores (e.g., using infall signatures seen in op-
tically thick HCN/HCO+ lines) will help examine this
possibility.
5. CONCLUSIONS
High angular resolution ALMA observations toward a
sample of four massive clouds in the CMZ reveal hun-
dreds of 2000 AU-scale cores. A power-law fit to the
high-mass end of the CMFs suggests a slightly top-heavy
shape (α=0.83–1.07) as compared to the canonical IMF,
which is similar to results toward Galactic disk clouds,
but the fitting is highly susceptible to several uncertain-
ties, e.g., the dust temperatures. Characteristic spatial
separations and masses of the cores are consistent with
thermal Jeans fragmentation. These results may imply
similar star formation processes at sub-0.1 pc scales in
the highly turbulent CMZ and elsewhere in the Galaxy,
modulated by thermal Jeans fragmentation and leading
to similar CMF shapes. Despite the fact that these are
some of the most massive clouds and some of the only
known sites of high-mass star formation in the CMZ,
they are currently unable to form Arches/Quintuplet-
like clusters, but may form such clusters by further gas
accretion and core growth.
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Table 2. The full core catalog in the three clouds.
ID R.A. and Decl. Radius Flux Mass Density
(J2000) (AU) (mJy) (M) (cm−3)
1 17:45:36.41, −29:06:30.01 1290 0.47 0.71 9.9×106
2 17:45:36.53, −29:06:29.63 1040 0.24 0.36 9.7×106
3 17:45:36.53, −29:06:29.38 1240 0.34 0.51 8.2×106
4 17:45:36.23, −29:06:29.28 1330 0.36 0.54 7.0×106
5 17:45:36.27, −29:06:28.57 1360 0.35 0.52 6.3×106
(The Astropy Collaboration et al. 2018), searborn
(https://seaborn.pydata.org)
APPENDIX
A. ZOOMED-IN VIEWS OF CLUSTERED CORES
The zoomed-in views of clustered and crowded subregions that are marked by green boxes in Figure 2 are displayed
in Figure 5.
B. THE FULL CORE CATALOG
The full core catalog identified by astrodendro is available as a machine-readable table online. The first five entries
are shown in Table 2 as an example.
C. IMPACT OF VARYING DENDROGRAM PARAMETERS
We test the impact of different dendrogram parameters on the identified cores (Section 3.1), the CMFs (Section 3.2),
and the MST analysis (Section 4.1).
First, we change the minimum flux density from 4σ to 3σ. This will identify fainter structures as cores. In the
20 km s−1 cloud, 801 cores are identified (cf. 471 cores in the fiducial case). Assuming Tdust=20 K, the smallest core
mass is 0.22 M. The power-law index of the CMF is fit to be 1.05 ± 0.10 starting at the lower bound of 4.13 M
(Figure 6). The MST analysis yields a characteristic spatial separation of ∼8000 AU (Figure 7).
Second, we change the minimum significance for structures from 1σ to 2σ. This will require any structures to be
brighter than the background to be considered as cores. In the 20 km s−1 cloud, 333 cores are identified. Assuming
Tdust=20 K, the smallest core mass is 0.33 M. The power-law index of the CMF is fit to be 1.08 ± 0.10 starting at
the lower bound of 4.59 M (Figure 6). The MST analysis yields a characteristic spatial separation of ∼15000 AU
(Figure 7).
It is possible to vary the the minimum flux density and the minimum significance even further, but then the
identification becomes more questionable (e.g., with larger minimum significances, we miss apparent structures; with
smaller minimum flux densities, we include spurious detections).
We run the same tests for Sgr B1-off and Sgr C, and find consistent results with the 20 km s−1 cloud. In summary,
when the dendrogram parameters are changed, the characteristic spatial separations between cores derived from the
MST analysis could vary by up to 50%. The impact on the power-law index of the CMFs is minimal, because different
dendrogram parameters mostly affect identification of less bright cores.
D. IMPACT OF VARYING DUST TEMPERATURES
There are two possible biases in the adopted dust temperature of 20 K. First, if we assume that the gas temperature
of 50–200 K at 0.1 pc scales continues to smaller scales, and thermodynamic equilibrium between gas and dust at sub-
0.1 pc scales, then the dust temperature in the 2000 AU-scale cores would be &50 K. If we adopt a dust temperature
of 50 K, the core masses would decrease by a factor of 3. This does not affect the power-law fitting of the CMFs,
though, as all the core masses would decrease synchronously.
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Figure 5. Zoom-in views of the green boxes in Figure 2. Blue contours mark the identified cores.
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Figure 5. (Continued.)
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Figure 6. CMFs of the 20 km s−1 cloud, in the cases of changing the minimum flux density to 3σ and the minimum significance
for structures to 2σ. Symbols are the same as in Figure 3.
Second, as discussed in Section 3.2, we cannot rule out the possibility that many of the cores are protostellar thus
internally heated by protostars. This may not be a severe issue for low-mass protostars as they usually do not raise
dust temperatures higher than 20 K at 2000 AU scales (Launhardt et al. 2013), but may be the case for intermediate
and high-mass protostars that can heat surrounding dust up to 100–200 K (Longmore et al. 2011). For example, all
the four cores with >100 M under the current assumptions turn out to be associated with known UC H ii regions
(Lu et al. 2019a,b), where gas temperatures of >150 K have been measured (Walker et al. 2018). To account for this,
we assume Tdust = 150 K for the brightest cores and 20 K for the dimmest ones, and interpolate assuming a power-law
dependence of dust temperatures on core fluxes, following Sadaghiani et al. (2020). For the 20 km s−1 cloud, the dust
temperature is formulated as
Tdust = 32.8
(
Fν
1 mJy
)0.31
K. (D1)
Then the most massive core is 20.6 M (cf. 198 M with Tdust=20 K), and the second most massive core is only
12.0 M. Note that at high temperatures the dust opacity κν in Equation 1 may be larger than the adopted value
(Ossenkopf & Henning 1994), so the masses may be overestimated.
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Figure 7. Distributions of spatial separations between the cores in the 20 km s−1 cloud, in the cases of changing the minimum
flux density to 3σ and the minimum significance for structures to 2σ. Symbols are the same as in Figure 4.
With the MLE method in Section 3.2, the power-law index of the CMF is fit to be 2.14± 0.96 starting at the lower
bound of 6.87 M. However, with this lower bound, only 5 cores are considered in the fitting. Therefore, we also
attempt to fix the lower bound to 1M to include 180 cores into consideration, and fit a power-law index of 1.40±0.10.
In either case, the power law becomes much steeper.
Alternatively, the dust temperatures may not have a well-defined dependence on the continuum fluxes, but rather be
randomly distributed. We randomly assign dust temperatures between 20 and 150 K to the 471 cores in the 20 km s−1
cloud and fit the power-law index of the CMFs. By repeating the procedure 1000 times, we find a mean power-law
index of 1.34 with a standard deviation of 0.36, which is steeper than the fiducial case for the 20 km s−1 cloud.
The results for Sgr B1-off and Sgr C are similar: when assuming higher dust temperatures for brighter cores or
random dust temperatures for all cores, the power law in the CMFs significantly steepens and is no longer top-heavy
as compared to the IMF. We stress that the above result is by no means physically meaningful, but only serves
as an illustration of the impact of dust temperatures on core masses. For a more comprehensive discussion of the
uncertainties involved in the CMFs, readers are referred to Cheng et al. (2018) and Sadaghiani et al. (2020).
E. INTERPRETATION OF THE LOWER BOUND IN THE POWER-LAW FITTING TO THE CMFS
In Section 3.2, we used the MLE method to fit a power law to the high-mass end of the CMF, and at the same
time estimated a lower bound. This lower bound corresponds to the the location where as many data as possible are
included in the fitting while the data beyond it approach a power law as much as possible. It is chosen by minimizing
the distance (represented by a Kolmogorov–Smirnov statistic) between the probability distribution of the measured
data and the best-fit power-law model (Clauset et al. 2009).
The lower bound can be explained by the confusion limit that leads to inefficient identification of lower-mass cores in
clustered environments. To demonstrate this, we used the method in Cheng et al. (2018) to estimate the completeness
limit of the core sample, by generating artificial cores of certain masses, randomly putting them in the original image,
and using astrodendro to check whether they can be picked out. If the artificial cores are restricted to be within the
30% primary beam response (i.e., the same criterion with which we identify cores in Section 3.1), the 90% completeness
limit is estimated to be ∼2 M for the 20 km s−1 cloud. If the artificial cores are restricted to a higher threshold,
e.g., above a 5σ level in the original image, which means they preferably show up in clustered environments, the 90%
completeness limit increases to ∼5 M for the 20 km s−1 cloud. This suggests that in the clustered regions, cores of
.5 M are significantly missed due to the strong background emission, which is likely related to the change of the
CMF shape and results in the best-fit lower bound of ∼5 M.
In summary, assuming all the core masses are drawn from a power law distribution, the lower bound can be explained
by the confusion limit in clustered regions. There might also be real physical causes (e.g., a real turnover in the CMF),
but we cannot confirm them given the aforementioned observational biases.
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